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PG&E’s Spring 2020 Solar in Disadvantaged Communities Request for Offers (DAC RFO) 
Q&A 
 
Q1:  How many offer variations can be submitted for a single project in the DAC RFO? 
A1:  Sellers may choose the option to offer a single project with four (4) offer variations. Please 

see slide 31 of the DAC RFO Participants’ Webinar presentation for more information.   
 

Q2: Can PG&E confirm how bankruptcy may impact program procurement under the DAC   
RFO?    

A2: The DAC PPA form (Appendix B) reflects PG&E’s bankruptcy status and can be seen in 
provisions such as the representations and warranties, covenants, and events of default. 
We recommend all participants review the PPA carefully. 

 
Q3:  How come there isn’t a Workforce Development and Job Training requirement for the 

Disadvantaged Communities Green Tariff (DAC-GT)? 
A3: Per California Public Utilities Commission (CPUC) direction in Decision (D.) 18-06-027, 

Workforce Development and Job Training is not required for DAC-GT.  
 
Q4:  Will PG&E include a 10% benefit to the final valuation number for projects in DAC-GT if 

there is a local government partnership or the project provides local training programs?  
A4: The 10% benefit to the final valuation number only applies to CS-GT projects.  
 
Q5: Is there a bonus for solar developers that are a disabled veteran certified business? 
A5: No.  
 
Q6: Should interconnection costs be excluded from our offer? 
A6: No, sellers should include all expected network upgrade costs in the Product Description 

tab of the DAC Offer Form (Appendix A).  
 
Q7: How will PG&E assess congestion impacts into their evaluation of a project proposal? 
A7: PG&E’s evaluation of congestion costs is discussed on page 9 of the Solicitation Protocol.  
 
Q8: How are qualitative factors weighted in comparison to quantitative factors in PG&E’s 

evaluation of offers?  

A8: PG&E’s evaluation of offers is described on pages 7-9 of the Solicitation Protocol and slide 
28 of the DAC RFO Participants’ Webinar presentation. 

 
Q9: Does PG&E have a preference for the Delivery Term? 
A9: PG&E will accept 10-, 15- or 20-year term agreements. 
 
Q10: Will PG&E provide scheduling coordinator services for the CS-GT DAC projects? 
A10: Yes, PG&E is the scheduling coordinator for CS-GT DAC projects. 
 
Q11: Is there a long-term commitment for enrolling customers? 
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A11: No, there is no long-term commitment for enrolling customers. The maximum length of 
participation is limited to the life of the solar project, or 20 years, whichever is less. 

 
Q12: How will PG&E evaluate the quality of workforce development and community sponsor 

outreach plans?  Will there be points assigned?  How will the scores on these elements 
impact the overall score of a project (i.e., how weighed against price?). 

A12: The Sponsor Letter of Commitment and Workforce Development Plan Attestation 
(Appendix F) must be completed to be considered a conforming offer for the CS-GT 
program.  Pages 7-9 of the Solicitation Protocol describe the evaluation scoring.  

 
 
 
 

 


